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	Several electronic layers exist in most documents, a fact overlooked
	by many writers. Probing these sublayers often reveals information
	not intended for release by the author. Documents in electronic formats
	create a “palimpsest” that even semiskilled investigators can probe for
	sensitive data.


	Palimpsest seems like an exotic word. But literally, it means “scraped
	again” from the Greek word roots. In ancient and medieval Europe,
	writers often scraped off previous writing on a manuscript and wrote
	new text. (Writing media were in short supply and were expensive.)
	With modern forensic techniques like ultraviolet light and photography
	researchers uncover the original layer of writing.


	Using computer forensic techniques, twenty-first century sleuths discover
	text and data in electronic documents thought erased by previous
	users. Modern electronic media are inherently palimpsestuous.
	Secrets become visible through metadata in documents, slack space in
	files, magnetic remanence, and other thorny ironies of information retention.
	They disclose information often, under the radar, by unintentionally
	making sensitive information Web-facing or not encrypting data
	on a laptop, which results in information leakage.


	Overconfidence that one’s sensitive data is not leaking through to the
	outside world will vex security professionals in the twenty-first century.
	Immense security resources go to prevent deliberate network intrusion.
	However, content security is not always on the forefront of security
	thinking. More information leaks out of organizations unintentionally
	than corporate America would like to think about. Many of the most
	recent headline-grabbers about security breaches involve documents or
	files leaked by a stolen laptop or by “misplaced” computer tapes or by
	being inadvertently Web-facing. The text identifies common pitfalls in
	document security and suggests remedies to prevent future headlines.
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Programmer's Guide to Drupal: Principles, Practices, and PitfallsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		If you’re a web programmer, your experiences have taught you certain lessons—and only some of them apply well to Drupal. Drupal has its own set of programming principles that require a different approach, and many programmers make mistakes when relying on skills they’ve used for other projects. This book will show...
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Bio-MEMS: Technologies and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2006
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are evolving into highly integrated technologies for a variety of application areas. Add the biological dimension to the mix and a host of new problems and issues arise that require a broad understanding of aspects from basic, materials, and medical sciences in addition to engineering. Collecting the efforts of...
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Nikon D60 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	You've decided to upgrade from your old point-and-shoot by purchasing the compact and economical Nikon D60, an SLR model without all the bulk. Now, make the most of your new digital camera by actually learning how to use all those options and settings! Take advantage of external controls and learn how to navigate the camera menus to fully...
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Creating and Consuming Web Services in Visual BasicPearson Education, 2002
One of the more confusing items about Web Services regards defining exactly what and
why they are. Let's begin with why they exist.

Web Services exist to make it easier to integrate applications. Existing technologies include
Java RMI, CORBA, and DCOM. All of these technologies work over networked
environments and allow...
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Recent Advances in Algorithms and CombinatoricsSpringer, 2002
From the reviews:

"Combinatorics is one of the fastest growing fields of mathematics. … From the table of contents one can see the wide range of topics covered. The authors are acknowledged researchers of the presented fields and guarantee the high quality of the volume. If you want to be up-to-date in combinatorics you should...
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Mobile Marketing: Finding Your Customers No Matter Where They AreQue, 2010

	I believe that mobile marketing is the marketing of the future. My name is Cindy Krum, and I am the author of Mobile Marketing: Finding Your Customers No Matter Where They Are. This book is intended to be a comprehensive guide for marketers and anyone who wants a clearer understanding of how they can integrate mobile marketing with their...
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